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Cobblestones
Calling Alexander
Class of ‘59

ICE Winners

by Martha Dayton
The Alexander Central
School District Class of ‘59 is
in the preliminary planning process for a
reunion later in 2018. We are updating
our 2009 contact list and need assistance
in contacting our classmates. If you are
a member of the Class of ‘59, or know
someone who is, please send current
contact information (name, address,
phone, cell phone, e-mail) to Virginia
Myers Robbins (robbinsvl@yahoo.com or
585-591-1526) or Dave Fancher (dfancher241@gmail.com or 614-659-7227).
Thank you!
ICE Competitors: Top Row- Eve Basso, Cassidy Klein, Oliver Dayton, Kennedy Mullen, Nick
Allen and Ben Slenker. Middle Row- Summer Jeshke-Dean, Sheyenne Lacombe, Harley Bliss,
Ethan Stroud and Connlan Hotnich. Center Front- Eric Stroud.

The mission of the Alexander Central
School District is to challenge students to
be confident, contributing learners within a
structured, safe and caring environment.

Twelve Alexander students participated in the Interscholastic Competition in English
(ICE) held at SUNY Geneseo. Students competed in the areas of Interpretation of
Literature, Dramatic Presentation and Written Expression. Individual awards were
determined out of twenty-four competitors in each category. Cassidy Graham earned 4th
place in Literature Analysis, Nick Allen earned 6th place in Dramatic Presentation and
Sheyenne Lacombe earned 4th place in Creative Writing. Of the twenty-four competing
teams, Alexander Team 1 placed 6th place overall with team members including Cassidy,
Nick and Sheyenne. Congratulations ICE winners!

National Honor Society Members: Mark Your Calendars
Mark your calendars current and future NHS members. The National Honor Society
Induction Ceremony, which is required for NHS members as well as new inductees, will be
held Thursday May 10th in the District Auditorium. Membership in the National Honor
Society gives students the opportunity to give back to the community in a number of ways
while honoring their great academic achievement and exemplary personal character.
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Think about your family. Think about your colleagues at work. Think about a team on
which you’ve played. In each of these groups, certain norms or expectations have guided
how the group works together.
Establishing norms within a group is an important step to ensuring that the group will
function as effectively as possible.
In alignment with our District goals related to collaboration and engagement, our committees, grade level teams and department teams have spent time this year crafting norms to guide
our work. Norms can include things like starting and ending on time or accepting input from all members
of the team or staying present and avoiding distractions during meetings. Norms help reinforce those things
we do well as a group and guide us in areas that might be a challenge. Another way of thinking about norms
is to consider norms as the commitments team members make to each other to ensure the work can be
accomplished in a collaborative, purposeful, effective manner.
Our Board of Education has spent some time recently crafting their own norms. The Board norms communicate the role of the Board and how the Board works together on behalf of the Alexander community. The
Alexander Board of Education norms are:
• We represent all students and District residents.
• We speak with one voice.
• We consider all matters brought to the Board as confidential.
• We are active listeners.
• We agree to the practice of tell one, tell all.
• We are visible in our schools and at school functions.
• We are respectful to all.
These norms speak volumes about the commitment of our Board of Education to serve our community.
In Alexander, we are committed to our District mission and goals. Crafting norms for how we work together
in a deliberate and thoughtful manner is essential as we challenge all students to be confident, contributing
learners within a structured, safe and caring environment.
With thanks~
Dr. Huber

ALEXANDER GOALS 2017-2021
Teaching and Learning

✦ All students will read at grade level by the end of third
grade.
✦ All students will demonstrate increased levels of
proficiency and mastery on standardized measures.
✦ All administrators/faculty/staff will engage in collaborative
processes to move the work of the District forward.
✦ All administrators/faculty/staff will focus
on creating the conditions for student
engagement.
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Learning Environment

✦ Our technology infrastructure will continue to evolve in
order to support teaching, learning, and collaboration.
✦ Policy review work will ensure fair and consistent
organizational practices.
✦ Fiscally responsible budgets will be developed to support
the work of our District.
✦ Our next capital project will be planned and initiated.
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When It Comes to Achieving Goals,
These Questions Will Help

Fitness Center
Membership

by Shannon Whitcombe, MS/HS Principal

The Alexander community is invited to
join the Fitness Center monthly membership available to individuals for $10
per month. The Fitness Center is open
Monday through Thursday from 6:308pm and is closed on school holidays
and emergency closing days. The Fitness
Center is housed in the High School
building and can be accessed using the
main entrance. Membership is required to
use the Fitness Center and can be paid in
the Business Office during normal business hours. Checks can also be mailed to:
Alexander Central School District, 3314
Buffalo Street, Alexander, NY 14005, Attn:
Business Office. The Fitness Center features new treadmills, ellipticals, squat racks
and a stairmaster which is equipment made
possible through the PEP Grant. Get on
track to a healthy lifestyle by joining today!

Research indicates that by this point in the year many of us who
actually made New Year’s resolutions have abandoned them. Long
ago, I resolved not to make any more resolutions and I certainly feel
less frustrated as a result. Having said that, I do believe that the reason
someone makes a resolution in the first place typically comes from a good
place- they would like to improve in some way.
Whether you establish a formal resolution or simply have a desire to change, the real
challenge lies in figuring out how to reach your intended goal. I believe that the first step in
this process should be asking yourself “Why?” Why am I making changes? Why do I want
to work harder, be healthier, kinder, a better parent or a better friend? The answer to these
questions is what drives you and gives your goal meaning. When you know your why, you
can make informed decisions that will help lead you in accomplishing your goal. Also,
consider what it means to be resolute- to be purposeful, determined and unwavering. This
sounds simple but is surprisingly difficult if your goal is not clear. The author of the book
Start With Why, written by Simon Sinek, suggests that “If you don’t know your WHY, you
can’t know HOW.” The how is where the rubber meets the road.
When your child(ren) express a desire to improve, ask them why. Once they know their
why, they can probably figure out the how. This goes for adults as well. I have found this
particular strategy to be quite helpful even though I no longer make resolutions. Ultimately,
how successful we are in achieving our goals is dependent upon a combination of factors.
However, when you have clarity and determination you are headed down the right path.

See the World With the International
Travel Club
Alexander MS/HS Librarian
Kristie Miller, High School
English teacher Megan Wright and
High School Living Environment
teacher Beth Shea partner with
Educational First on a yearly basis
to offer Alexander students an
opportunity to travel abroad. Trips
are typically nine to fourteen days
in length and are announced two years in advance to give families the opportunity to make
monthly payments towards the cost of the trip and to participate in fundraisers.
This Spring, students will travel to the Galapagos Islands with Ms. Miller and Ms. Shea. Students will take a volcano walk, go snorkeling and examine the environment where Charles Darwin first derived his theory of natural selection. Plans for the Summer 2019 trip
to Europe are well underway as students will begin their adventures in Amsterdam, make their way south through Italy and conclude in
London. Explorations to Europe run in conjunction with Ms. Wright’s English class curriculum on Holocaust and WWII literature.
Ms. Miller encourages families to learn more about the International Travel Club including families who may be facing economic hardships.
Students hold fundraisers throughout the year to raise money towards their trip and many students have developed unique ways to raise funds.
One student placed a sign in her front yard soliciting can donations from neighbors. She also established a GoFundMe account
where family members were able to donate money in lieu of Christmas and birthday gifts. Education First also offers an option
similar to GoFundMe to help students raise money for their trips. Where there’s a will, there’s a way!
If you are interested in learning more about this amazing opportunity, please contact Kristie Miller at kmiller@alexandercsd.org.
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Make a Difference and Join the Alexander PTA by Allison Porter
The Alexander PTA is off to an exciting start in 2018! We
are happy to share that the Elementary School had a very
successful food drive during the holiday season. A special
thank you to the second graders for delivering the supplies we collected to be used in the Alexander community. The PTA also supported a fantastic Spelling Bee
at the Middle School by providing the contestants
with delicious pizza and various prizes. Thank you to
everyone who made purchases during the Alexander
Elementary Shirt, Save-Around coupon book and
candy sale fundraisers. We truly appreciate your
continued support! We invite you to attend the
April PTA meeting which will be held Tuesday,
April 10 at 3:30 in the Elementary library. If you
are interested in joining the Alexander PTA, visit
https://sites.google.com/a/alexandercsd.org/
alexanderpta. Membership forms can be found
on the website along with upcoming meeting
dates. Babysitting is provided during all PTA
meetings.
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PTA Achievement Awards
Alexander teachers nominated outstanding students for the annual PTA Achievement Awards. Nominations were made based upon determination and perseverance in academic performance, kindness and a strong commitment to fostering positive relationships with peers and
an overall demonstration of integrity and honorable character. Congratulations PTA Achievement Award winners!

Exploring Health Careers With the BEA
Lexi Breton demonstrates the High Frequency Chest Wall Oscillation (aka “snot shaker”) during the Respiratory Therapy workshop.
Ms. Salzlein accompanied 12th grade students interested in health careers to Genesee
Community College for the Business Education Alliance (BEA) Health Career Day. The
BEA featured health care practitioners from various specialties who presented twenty-five
minute workshops to small groups of students. During the workshops, students learned
about the education required for particular career paths and the duties one would perform in
specific health care fields. The goal of Health Career Day was to introduce health care jobs to
students that they may have been previously unaware of. Examples of health fields covered
during workshops include Respiratory
Therapy, Sonography, Nursing, EMT,
Physical Therapy and Radiology.
With health care jobs in high demand, Alexander students are being
prepared to face their futures with the
knowledge needed to select rewarding
careers.
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Introducing The Math Team
The Alexander High School Math Team was just formed this
academic year and is off to a terrific start. The Team is led by High
School Math teachers Sarah Perry and Tim Balduf and is comprised of students in grades nine through twelve who participate in
Interscholastic Mathematics Competitions throughout the academic school year. Team members engage with higher level thinking
as they are challenged in individual, relay and team sections. The
competitions introduce problems that play on individual strengths
while the team works towards a collective goal.
In January, the Alexander Math Team scored second place out of
nine competing schools and Nick Allen achieved a perfect individual score. In February, Alexander placed third out of nine schools
in the North Division and Nick Allen received recognition as the
overall top individual scorer for a Junior. Allen also earned the top
overall score of the competition. Nate Luker received recognition as
the overall top individual scorer for a Sophomore. Congratulations
Math Team. Your future is adding up to success!

Alexander Math Team scores big in the North Division.

Learn More, Earn More & Do More:
Computer Programming in Tech Class
Mr. Hollwedel’s technology students participated
in the global event, Hour of Code, where they
learned the basics of Computer Science using a
variety of coding activities. The program is an
annual event with students from around the world
engaging in computer programming at all grade
levels. Since 2013, Mr. Hollwedel has provided
this experience for his students who approach the
interactive subject matter with great enthusiasm
and interest. Mr. Hollwedel states, “The students
created some great solutions to multiple problems
posed through various software. It encompassed everything from Minecraft to Flappy
Bird and even Google logo development
concepts.”

6th graders participate in computer
programming activities during Hour of Code.
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According to the Hour of Code website,
“Computing jobs are the number one
source of new wages in the United States”
while a “Computer Science major can earn
40% more than the college average.” With
fewer than half of all American schools
providing instruction in computer programming, Alexander students are being wellequipped to explore career options that pay
well and are in high demand. In the words
of former President Barack Obama, “Don’t
just play on your phone, program it!”

From Databases to Movie Nights the
MS/HS Library Has Something For YOU!
Residents of Alexander School District can access a number of databases for free which
are useful for readers of all ages from the primary level to adult. The databases include
archived newspapers throughout New York State, academic journal articles and more.
Databases offer primary source documents and secondary reading materials that are reliable and peer-reviewed. If you are interested in accessing this incredible resource, contact
MS/HS Librarian Kristie Miller for more information: kmiller@alexandercsd.org.
Ms. Miller and 7th grade English teacher Heidi Carlson have partnered to create the
“Read It Before You See It” Film Festival. The initiative is geared towards Middle
School students who are encouraged to read a text that has been made into a movie
before they see it on the big screen. Ms. Miller and Ms. Carlson hold monthly book
talks and the students are then invited to screen the film that is based on the book
they’ve been reading. Ms. Miller hopes the Film Festival will “expand the culture of
reading in our community and make reading fun again.” The next movie screening will be held Friday, May 11 in the MS/HS library and will feature the hit film
Twilight.

Global Students Film Mini-Movies
Mr. McCracken’s 9th grade Global History & Geography I students filmed mini-movies while reenacting the fall of the Western Roman
Empire. After learning about the factors that contributed to the Empire’s collapse, students formed groups and each group acted out one
reason the Empire fell. They storyboarded and scripted their scenes, selected music and effects and then filmed the mini-movies. Participating
in the filmmaking process made history lessons come to life as students engaged with their curriculum in fun and creative ways.
Students enact scenes depicting
Rome’s leadership problems and the
weakening of the Roman military.
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6th Grade Bands Get Together for a Day of Musical
Excellence and Enrichment

Mr. Klinczar leads Alexander and Lyndonville 6th Grade Band students.
Mr. Klinczar’s 6th Grade Band students traveled to Lyndonville to play with the Lyndonville 6th Grade Band in an exciting collaborative
musical experience. The idea for getting the Bands together stems from the shared philosophies of the Alexander and Lyndonville Music
Departments. Mr. Klinczar summarizes this philosophy as the belief that “every student should have the opportunity to make great music,
and every student succeeds at a higher level when placed in a strong atmosphere of positive and attainable music.” Learning new music,
without necessarily having to perform it, demonstrates to students that the creative act of making music together in a supportive community is a fulfilling and worthwhile undertaking. The Music Departments succeed when students play and grow together- and that is exactly
what they are doing!

Celebrating Good Grades On the Waffle Wall
Mrs. Hamann’s seventh and eighth grade students work hard to earn paper waffles
for test, quiz and report card grades. Students receive three waffles for grades of 100,
two waffles for grades of 90 and above and one waffle for 75 and above. Once the
wall is completely covered, the classes make waffles together to celebrate their accomplishments. The Waffle Wall is a fun way to support educational success among
students who can then celebrate their learning achievements with classmates and
teachers. Great job students. Keep up the hard work for good grades...and waffles!
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One Hundred Days Smarter
by Elementary School Principal, Matthew Stroud
On February 13, students in the Elementary
School marked the 100th day of school.
Students brought in collections of 100
items, made special breakfasts and there was
even a fashion show in the hallway where
students modeled attire that they had made
using 100 different items to decorate their
outfits. One of the best signs of celebration
that I saw were the hats that some students
were wearing which proudly proclaimed
that they were “100 Days Smarter!” They really prompted me to think, and it was both
a great reminder of where we’ve been and a
challenge for where we are going.
One hundred (school) days ago, we were
embarking on a brand new year with a lot of
new opportunities facing us. We were nervous, scared and excited. New students, new
classrooms, new curriculum- lots to learn
and lots to do. Now 100 days later, I am
encouraged by the message of a simple paper
crown because, like those students, I think
that all of us here at Alexander Elementary
are 100 days smarter. We’ve learned to work
with new team members, found new ways
to help students and discovered new ways to help others learn. We’ve read new books, tried
new ideas and had new experiences. Like our students, we have had struggles along the
way- learning is a messy process after all. But, like our students, we can celebrate the
strides we have taken and the growth that we can see as a result.
So, what will the next 100 days bring us? Believe it or not, there are fewer than
100 days of school left in the year! This means that before we can count another
100 school days of being smarter, the kids that are wearing those hats will be done with
Kindergarten and proudly telling everyone, “I’m a first grader!” As an adult I sometimes
miss milestones like that. We have a tendency to hide our age so that’s not a marker that we put out there, and once we’re out of school we don’t identify as a first
grader, a seventh grader or a junior. While we may stop identifying ourselves as
students, I hope that we haven’t stopped learning and growing. We talk a lot in schools
about being a lifelong learner and of learning being a lifelong skill. I truly believe that
we are all lifelong learners but sometimes we forget to stop and ask ourselves what we’re
learning. We often don’t take enough time to reflect on our progress or measure our growth,
and that’s a shame.
So let’s take a moment to celebrate like these students. Think back 100 days. What
have you learned since then? How are you smarter or wiser? What challenges have you
faced and overcome? What growth have you had? Then, look ahead to the next 100 days.
What do you need to learn? How will you grow? What challenges will you face? We may not
all be students in school but we are all learners and I think 100 days is a good way to remember that we should always be getting a little bit smarter, a little bit wiser and a little bit better.
As always, thank you for sharing your children with us. Enjoy the next 100 days.
Like the last one hundred, the days will pass quickly. In each one of these days
are the moments and opportunities to use time wisely and well in our pursuit
of learning. Don’t miss them.
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PEP Grant Brings Wellness Assemblies to Alexander by Julie Hodge
Molly Kennedy, a national youth resilience speaker, author of “Creating the Champion Within” and ironman triathlete, spoke to Alexander
Middle and High School students the first day of the second semester. Kennedy empowered students with the message to be resilient and
get back UP when life knocks you down. Students were encouraged to leave the excuses behind and take control of their future success in
school and life.
Nels Ross from In Jest entertained Elementary students with juggling and comedy while providing an uplifting message about making
healthy choices. Students were taught how to use sign language to reinforce wellness concepts such as “Take care of your body”, “Exercise
your mind” and “ Use character” when making decisions. Mr. Stroud and friends were even part of the show!

Author Molly Kennedy encourages Alexander students to live with determination.
Above: Comedian Nels Ross demonstrates how fun healthy living can be.
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Health & Wellness Fair, A Great Success
Alexander United Teachers (AUT) organized the third annual Health and Wellness
Fair to provide Alexander students and
families with access to programs, businesses
and organizations that work to promote and
support safe, active and healthy lifestyles.
Alexander teachers operated several stations
including basket raffles, make and take
stress balls, hands-on with manipulates
and agility stations while also providing
information on how to lead a gluten-free
lifestyle. The APPLE Committee, SADD,
Art Club, PTA and National Honor Society
worked various tables along with more than
forty community vendors. Paige’s Bounce
House provided a bounce house for kids to
enjoy at the Fair, the Sheriff’s Department
made IDs for children in
case a child is ever lost,
the PEP Grant brought
a professional Chef in to
make healthy snacks with
the kids and Attica teacher, Jeff Marrow, created
balloon art. The Health
and Wellness Fair was a
huge success with over
300 people in attendance
and is a testament to the
spirit of community within
Alexander School District.

Date/Time: Sunday, May 6th, 2018
5k begins at 9am
10k begins at 8:45am
Location: Tonawanda Valley Federal
Credit Union (TVFCU) 10 Jefferson
Square, Batavia NY 14020
Contact information:
Kara Richenberg (585)343-5627
krichenberg@tvfcubatavia.com
PRICE:
$20......... February 1 – February 28 (shirt guaranteed)
$25......... March 1 – April 21 (shirt guaranteed)
$30......... April 22 – race day (no shirt)
Packet Pickup and In-Person Registration: Friday, May 4, 9:00am – 6:00pm
Day of Race: Sunday, May 6 @8:00 am
TVFCU Drive -Thru area
Post race party with DJ, food, and FUN!

Proceeds go toward scholarships for high school seniors in the
TVFCU Jr. Banking program.
Visit our TVFCU 5k/10k Facebook page to see how you can help
graduating seniors in the Jr. Banking program!
You can sign up online at runsignup.com and
search TVFCU 5k/10k
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FACS Students and Art Club Explore Strong Museum

FACS teacher, Shawnie Woeller, and her Child Development and
Psychology students took a trip to the Strong National Museum of
Play to expand their research on child development and learning.
Students met with the Director of Education who taught them
about the connection between play and cognitive, social, emotional
and physical development. Students also toured the Woodbury
Preschool, learning about the Reggio Emilia approach to learning
which fosters a child-centered and directed educational experience
for children. Students observed children involved in constructive,
associative/parallel, functional and cooperative play throughout the
Museum which allowed them to make real world connections to
their classroom curriculum.
MS/HS Art teacher, Karen LaDuke, traveled with 49 Art Club students to Strong Museum where they were given a behind the scenes
encounter. Students spoke with visual artists and exhibit designers
who allowed students into their shop to learn about the design
process and candidly discuss the pros and cons of their careers. The
Art Club was given the opportunity to tour the museum and see
the exhibit designers’ work in use. Students explored the Dancing
Wings Butterfly Garden where they photographed butterflies,
tropical plants, birds and reptiles. Exploring art careers within
a museum was a unique adventure for everyone and students
left with new choices for their future career paths.

At Left: Art Club poses on the Strong Museum’s grand
staircase.
Below: Child Development and Psychology students make real
world connections.
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Live. Breathe. Ski.
SKI / BOARD CLUB 2018
The Alexander Ski/Board Club consists of students in grades seven through twelve and is
open to skiers of all skill levels, from beginner to advanced. The Club runs from January to
March with ski trips taking place once a week at Holiday Valley ski resort in Ellicottville,
NY. Mr. Klinczar and Mr. Chamberlain are Co-Advisors for the Alexander Ski/Board Club
and members include Carson Daley, Connlan Hotnich, Adam Hess, Erin Hess, Caleb
Nichols, Grace Baumgardner, Liam Crawford and JT McCarthy. If you are interested in
joining the Ski/Board Club for next year’s 2019 season, contact Mr. Klinczar at dklinczar@
alexandercsd.org or Mr. Chamberlain at tchamberlain@alexandercsd.org.
At left: Ski/Board Club Co-Advisors Mr. Klinczar and Mr. Chamberlain.
Below: Ski/Board Club members.

Mr. Stroud Snow
Challenge
Second graders enjoyed an action-packed
day outside sledding and playing in the
snow. When Elementary School Principal,
Mr. Stroud, decided to come out and watch
the fun, one student asked him to go sledding down the hill. Mr. Stroud accepted the
challenge! Students excitedly watched their
principal go sledding without any snow
gear on- including a coat. Thank you, Mr.
Stroud, for being a good sport and creating
a memory with students they will never
forget. Next time you come out to say hello,
wear your coat and boots just in case!
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Congratulations Athletes of the Month!
Right: December Athletes of the Month from
left to right: Lauren Young, Madison Bykowski,
Rylie Merle, Matt Gaiser, Chris McClinic and
Cooper Davis.

DECEMBER
2017

Left: January Athletes of the Month from left to right:
Danny Burns, Erik Scharlau, Macie Riggs, Andrew
Young, Maleina Pellegrino and Hailee Lowe.
JANUARY
2018

Varsity Swim Team Members Named Scholar/Athletes
The Varsity Boys Swim Team and the Varsity Girls
Swim Team were named NYSPHSAA Scholar/Athlete
teams with 75% of the teams’ rosters receiving a total
GPA of 90% and above. Congratulations swimmers
and scholars! What a tremendous honor!
Right: Varsity Boys Swimming, from left to right: Eric
Stroud, Austin Davis, Ethan Stroud, Nicholas Allen, Ben
Slenker, Andrew Young, Cooper Davis and Nate Luker.
(Not pictured: Colton Judd and Dominic Lamitina)

Left: Varsity Girls Swimming, from left to right:
Shannon Breton, Nicole Hume, Lauren Hume,
Kennedy Mullen, Jora Kusmierski and Claire
Slenker. (Not pictured: Elizabeth Richardson)
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Second Quarter Honor Roll Students
Alexander students finished Quarter One strong with an impressive number of students qualifying for Honor Roll with grades of 90 and
above. It is quite the accomplishment to successfully strive to such high academic achievements. Congratulations students!

6th Grade
Begiers, Bradley
Bezon, Clayton
Burkhardt, Olivia
Burns, Morgan
Bykowski, Holly
Christie, Allionna
Dodge, Alexis
Dodge, Gabriel
Dunbar, Owen
Edmonds, Carter
Frieday, Hailey
Fuller, Madison
Green, Katelyn
Hamm, Aubrey
Harman, Brooke
Henning, Riley
Koch, Austin
Kochmanski, Brooke
Kohl, Penelope
Kramer, Alyssa
Kwiatek, Dominic
Lavrey, Kala
Leiser, Chloe
Lippold, Paige
Luker, Angelina
Marchisin, William
Marino, Alexis
Marino, Tyler
Morelli, Sabrina
Motzer, Stephanie
Murray, Nora
Pellegrino, Sofia

Penkszyk, Austin
Powell, Riley
Radder, Lillian
Reeves, Isabella
Roetzer, Karly
Saile, Maia
Saxman, Dylan
Schmieder, Shannon
Shepard, Carley
Smith, Lillian
Snyder, Jaden
Staba, Oscar
Valyear, Justin
Whitcombe, Noah
Wirth, Matthew
Woods, Trenton
Wright, Aaliyah

7th Grade
Ball, Justin
Baumgardner, Grace
Boyce, Makenna
Davis, Jett
Davis, Sarah
Dayton, Jack
DeLelys, Olivia
Dolph, Leanne
Feldmann, Bryce
Ferraro, Emma
Gucinski, Emmaly
Hanlin, Cory
Konfederath, Emily
LaDuke, Sally

Leitten, Haylie
McClellan, Kathryn
Mullen, Jadyn
Nicastro, Avery
Pohl, Melanie
Pulliam, Andrew
Rieser-Klier, Paige
Salemi, Zachary
Stroud, Mya
Thompson, Connor
Webb, Marissa
Wessel, Jasmine
Wolfley, Parker
Wozniak, Becca
Wright, Madalyn
Yax, Julia

8th Grade
Alberts, Aivery
Amico, Trinity
Caudill, Zachary
DeLelys, Kyle
Donovan, Mackenzie
Edmonds, Ian
Frieday, Matthew
Gaiser, Mitchell
Graham, Chase
Hess, Erin
Kabel, Samantha
Kautz, Adeline
Kelly, Allison
Kramer, Emma
Kwitowski, Austin

Lamitina, Isabella
Laney, Jacob
Luker, Katarina
Plitt, Imogene
Sawyer, Samantha
Schum, Courtney
Slenker, Anna
Wuest, Erika

9th Grade
Breton, Shannon
Davis, Cooper
Dodge, Eden
George, Marissa
Hickey, Mikayla
Hume, Nicole
Judd, Colton
Kochmanski, Anne
Marie
Kramer, Hailie
LaDuke, Naomi
Lamitina, Dominic
Pellegrino, Maleina
Pionessa, Gage
Przybylski, Kiersten
Raines, Emma
Young, Andrew

10th Grade
Bliss, Cayna
Busch, Dylan
Bykowski, Abigail
Davis, Bryce

Now Offering Online Registration for Student Athletes
Alexander is now offering convenient online registration for
student athletes through FamilyID (www.familyid.com).
FamilyID is a secure registration platform which provides
families with an easy, user-friendly way to register students
for athletic programs The online system helps with administrative efficiency and supports our continued effort to
become more environmentally responsible.
When you register through FamilyID, the system keeps
track of your information in your FamilyID profile. You
enter your information only once for each family member
and the data is then stored for future use and easy access.
To register your student athlete please go to: www.familyid.com/alexander-csd-athletics. You can find more
information on the Alexander School District website, www.alexandercsd.org, under the “Athletics” tab.

DeVries, Joshua
Hess, Adam
James, Dalton
Luker, Nathaniel
Nolan, Kathleen
Olszewski, Nicole
Pope, Jacob
Schmieder, Lauren
Slenker, Claire
Stroud, Ethan
Walton, Hayden

11th Grade
Allen, Nicholas
Bykowski, Madison
Cecere, Jordin
Cummings, Paige
Day, Jake
Jasen, Jacob
Jeschke-Dean, Summer
Koch, Kolbee
Pattridge, Thomas
Scharlau, Jessica
Stanley, Kathryn
Stefani, Charlie

12th Grade
Ball, Erin
Breton, Alexis
Burgess, Gloria
Cline, Hannah
Cox, Grant
Cummings, Madison
Davis, Austin
Dioguardi, Tyler
Gibbs, Samantha
Graham, Cassidy
Hume, Lauren
Kusmierski, Jora
Lacombe, Sheyenne
Mullen, Kennedy
Richardson, Elizabeth
Roth, Chase
Rynkowski, Sarah
Slenker, Benjamin
Spring, Mary
Stroud, Eric
Walton, Rylee
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Jostens Class Ring Winner: A Heartfelt Story
About Generational Giving
Jostens, the class ring and graduation memorabilia
company, held a Class Ring Contest and this year’s
winner was 10th grade Alexander student Carson
Wright! The student who provided the oldest
class ring would themselves become the winner
of a free class ring. Carson presented his Great
Grandma Joyce’s 1939 class ring from Oakfield
High School.

Carson Wright, winner of the Jostens
Class Ring Contest, wears new class ring.

His mom, Amy, describes her grandmother
Above: Senior picture of
as a very giving and caring woman who,
Great Grandma Joyce.
in fact, purchased Amy’s college ring for
At
left: Great Grandma Joyce’s
her. Grandma Joyce was dedicated to her
1939
Oakfield High School
alma mater and helped organize all her class
class
ring
reunions. Now, years after her passing, her
dated school ring takes a win for her great grandson. Amy exclaims, “She would be so happy
to have witnessed this!” Congratulations Carson on winning the contest, taking home a brand
new class ring and honoring your Great Grandma.

Alexander Dollars for Scholars: Final Steps to
Qualify for Scholarships by Martha Dayton
Seniors, if you started a profile to apply for scholarships you must now open your profile and go into the “My Scholarships” page. This
will show you the scholarships you have been matched to and it puts your name in our Applicants File where we can see your application.
If you don’t go to “My Scholarships,” we don’t see your name and information and we will not be able to consider you for scholarships.
You may be asked for more information for specific scholarships which you must provide in order to be considered for that particular
scholarship.
The last step you must complete before the April 16, 2018 deadline is to click on “Apply” for each scholarship you have been matched to.
That is how you submit your application. If you don’t click on “Apply”, we will not see your name in the pool of applicants for that scholarship. It is good to check one last time on April 16 because we get new scholarships even in the Spring. If you have any questions, contact
us on our website: www.dollarsforscholars@alexandercsd.org.

